
VERMONT ENVIRONMENTAL BOARD
10 V.S.A. §§ 6001-6092

Re: Pittsford Enterprises, LLP, Land Use Permit Application
and Joan Kelley #1R0877-EB

FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, AND ORDER

This appeal was filed by the Friends of Pittsford Village and Margaret
Armitage (collectively, FPV), regarding the proposed construction of a post office
building, and related construction and subdivision, by Pittsford Enterprises, LLP
(Pittsford Enterprises).  

As set forth below, the Environmental Board (Board) concludes that the
proposed project as conditioned herein complies with Criteria 1(B), 1(E), 1(G), 4, 8,
9(K) and 10.  Because of safety concerns as to corner sight distances at the
proposed project’s driveway, the Board is unable to reach a positive conclusion as to
Criterion 5, and therefore remands this matter to the District 1 Environmental
Commission (Commission) to allow Pittsford Enterprises to submit plans to address
such safety concerns and the Commission to issue appropriate conditions under
Criterion 5.  10 V.S.A. § 6087(b).

I. PROCEDURAL SUMMARY

On February 28, 2001, Pittsford Enterprises filed Land Use Permit Application
#1R0877 with the Commission, seeking authorization for the removal of an existing
commercial sales building and the construction of a 3,630 square-foot post office
building, with parking and landscaping (the Project).  The Project also includes the
subdivision of the 2.7-acre parcel into two lots:  1.5 acres for the post office and 1.2
acres for an existing single family home.  The Project is located in Pittsford,
Vermont, at the intersection of Route 7 and Plains Road. 

On December 5, 2001, the Commission issued Land Use Permit #1R0877
(Permit) and corresponding Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order
(Decision).

On December 31, 2001, FPV filed an appeal with the Board from the Permit
and Decision alleging that the Commission erred in its conclusions with respect to 10
V.S.A. § 6086(a)(1)(B), (1)(E), (1)(G), (4), (5), (8)(aesthetics and historic sites),
(9)(K), and (10) (Criteria 1(B), 1(E), 1(G), 4, 5, 8 (aesthetics and historic sites), 9(K),
and 10, respectively).  FPV also appealed the Commission's denial of party status
on Criterion 9(K) and petitioned for party status on that Criterion in this appeal.  The
appeal was filed pursuant to 10 V.S.A. § 6089(a) and Environmental Board Rules
(EBR) 6 and 40.
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On February 5, 2002, Board Chair Marcy Harding convened a Prehearing
Conference with the following participants:

Pittsford Enterprises, by Frank von Turkovich, Esq., with Jack Wallace
FPV, by Stephanie J. Kaplan, Esq., with Margaret Armitage and Baird Morgan
Vermont Agency of Natural Resources (ANR), by Elizabeth Lord, Esq., with
Greg Farkas

William J. Bloomer, Esq., entered an appearance on behalf of Margaret
Rawlings, who had been granted party status by the Commission on Criteria 5 and
8.  Mr. Bloomer notified the Board that he and Ms. Rawlings were unable to attend
the prehearing conference, but that Ms. Rawlings wishes to participate as a party on
Criterion 8 (aesthetics).

On February 6, 2002, the Chair issued a Prehearing Conference Report and
Order (PCRO).  Among other things, the PCRO identified issues and set deadlines
for briefs on preliminary issues. 

On February 12, 2002, Pittsford Enterprises filed a Motion to Dismiss and a
Motion to Continue.  On February 27, 2002, FPV filed its Opposition to the Motion to
Dismiss and took no position on the Motion to Continue.  Oral argument on the
Motion to Dismiss was not requested.

The Board deliberated on March 20, 2002, and issued a Memorandum of
Decision on March 21, 2002.  In accordance with the Memorandum of Decision,
Chair Harding issued a Scheduling Order on March 26, 2002, setting this matter for
hearing.

On April 3, 2002, FPV filed objections to the Scheduling Order.  The Board
deliberated on April 17, 2002, and issued a Memorandum of Decision on April 18,
2002.

On May 22, 2002, FPV filed a Motion to Deny, Exclude, Bifurcate, and/or
Present Live Sur-rebuttal Testimony at the Hearing.  The deadline for replies to this
motion was June 6, 2002.  ANR and Pittsford Enterprises filed replies.

On May 29, 2002, FPV filed a Motion to Require the Co-Applicancy of the
United States Postal Service (USPS). 

On June 4, 2002, Pittsford Enterprises filed a copy of its application for a new
conditional use determination (CUD).
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On June 7, 2002, the Board deliberated on FPVs’ Motion to Deny, Exclude,
Bifurcate, and/or Present Live Sur-rebuttal Testimony at the Hearing, and issued a
Memorandum of Decision  on the same date.

On June 12, 2002, the Board convened a hearing, admitted evidence and
took testimony from the parties.  The hearing was adjourned to another date.

On June 19, 2002, the Board deliberated and decided to request the
participation of an expert witness on traffic from the Vermont Agency of
Transportation (VTrans), pursuant to EBR 20(B)(2).  A Hearing Recess Order was
issued on June 25, 2002 requesting that an expert from VTrans review and offer
testimony on expert testimony and exhibits in the case.
  

On July 17, 2002, the Board deliberated on FPV’s Motion to Require the Co-
Applicancy of the USPS, and issued a Memorandum of Decision on July 19, 2002.

On July 22, 2002, FPV filed a letter containing several requests concerning
the death of expert witness Henry Paynter, and concerning the Board’s request that
an expert from VTrans review and offer testimony on expert testimony and exhibits
on traffic.  The Board deliberated on FPV’s requests on August 14, 2002, and issued
a Memorandum of Decision on August 26, 2002.

On July 24, 2002, the Board conducted a site visit and placed observations
on the record.

On August 26, 2002, Pittsford Enterprises filed a Motion to Continue the
deadlines for complying with the Board's July 19, 2002, Memorandum of Decision.

On September 3, 2002, FPV filed a Motion to Rebut Site Visit Observations.

On September 6, 2002, FPV filed an objection to Pittsford Enterprises' Motion
to Continue.

On September 17, 2002, Pittsford Enterprises filed an objection to FPV's
Motion to Rebut Site Visit Observations.

On September 18, 2002, FPV filed a joint request to continue the September
18, 2002 prefiling deadline for one day.

The Board deliberated on September 18, 2002 and issued a Memorandum of
Decision on September 19, 2002, granting Pittsford Enterprises' Motion to Continue
the deadlines for complying with the Board's July 19, 2002 Memorandum of
Decision, and denying FPV's Motion to Rebut Site Visit Observations.
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On October 7, 2002, Chair Harding convened a third prehearing conference
during which she granted FPV's request to extend time and denied Pittsford
Enterprises' evidentiary objection.

On October 9, 2002, the Board convened a second day of public hearing in
this matter, admitted exhibits and took testimony from Pittsford Enterprises, ANR,
FPV, and the Board's witnesses from VTrans. 

On October 25, 2002, FPV filed a motion to reopen the record to admit an
Environmental Court decision in a related zoning case.  Pittsford Enterprises filed a
memorandum in opposition on October 28, 2002.  The Board deliberated on this
motion on November 6, 2002.

The Board deliberated on this matter on October 9 and 16, November 6 and
20, and December 4 and 18, 2002.

Based upon a thorough review of the record, related argument, and the
parties' proposed finding of fact and conclusions of law, the Board declared the
record complete and adjourned.  The matter is now ready for final decision.

II. FPV’s MOTION TO REOPEN

FPV moves to reopen the record in this matter to admit a recent
Environmental Court decision, which FPV claim denies a zoning permit to Pittsford
Enterprises "based on inadequate treatment of stormwater runoff and unsafe traffic
conditions."  (Motion, at 1.)  FPV argues that this decision is relevant to rebut
Pittsford Enterprises' representation that it has all the permits it needs to commence
construction, and that it is relevant to the Board's review under Criterion 10.  (Id.) 
Pittsford Enterprises opposes the Motion to Reopen on the grounds that the zoning
decision is irrelevant under Criterion 10 and because nothing in Act 250 requires that
all other permits be obtained prior to the Board's review of a project.  (Pittsford
Enterprises' Opposition, at 1.)  The Board concludes that a zoning decision
concerning stormwater and traffic does not warrant reopening the record in this
case.

FPV argues that the decision is relevant under Criterion 10 and that it rebuts
testimony that Pittsford Enterprises has all permits necessary to begin construction. 
FPV concedes that the decision is not dispositive under Criterion 10, but contends
that "the zoning permit or lack thereof is one piece of evidence the Board may
consider under Criterion 10."  (Motion, at 1.)
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Criterion 10 requires compliance with applicable town and regional plans.  10
V.S.A. §§ 6086(a)(10).  If the town plan provisions are specific, they are applied to
the proposed project without any reference to zoning regulations.  Re: Main Street
Landing Company and City of Burlington, #4C1068-EB, Findings of Fact,
Conclusions of Law, and Order (Nov. 20, 2001).  If the applicable town plan
provision is ambiguous, the Board looks to relevant zoning provisions to resolve the
ambiguity.  Id.  "This does not mean that the Board conducts a general review of a
project for its compliance with the zoning regulations, but rather it sees if there are
provisions in the zoning regulations that address the same subject matter that is at
issue under the town plan."  Id. (citing Re: Fair Haven Housing Limited Partnership
and McDonald's Corporation, #1R0639-2-EB, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law,
and Order at 19 (Apr. 16, 1996), aff'd, In re Fair Haven Housing Limited Partnership
and McDonald's Corporation, No. 96-228 (Vt. Apr. 23, 1997)(unpublished)).

In this case there are no ambiguous provisions of the Pittsford Town Plan
concerning either stormwater runoff or traffic safety at issue.  Therefore, the zoning
decision is not relevant here under Criterion 10.  Also, whether Pittsford Enterprises
has, a zoning permit has no bearing on the Board's decision in this case. 
Accordingly, the Board declines to reopen the record in this case and denies FPV’s
motion.

III.  ISSUES

The issues on appeal are as follows:

1. Whether, pursuant to 10 V.S.A. § 6086(a)(1)(B), the Project will "meet
any applicable health and environmental conservation department
regulations regarding the disposal of wastes, and will not involve the
injection of waste materials or any harmful or toxic substances into the
groundwater or wells."

2. Whether, pursuant to 10 V.S.A. § 6086(a)(1)(E), the Project "on or
adjacent to the banks of a stream will, whenever feasible, maintain the
natural condition of the stream, and will not endanger the health,
safety, or welfare of the public or of adjoining landowners."

3. Whether, pursuant to 10 V.S.A. § 6086(a)(1)(G), the Project will not
violate the rules of the water resource’s board, as adopted less than 10
V.S.A. § 905(9), relating to significant wetlands.
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4. Whether, pursuant to 10 V.S.A. § 6086(a)(4), the Project will not cause
unreasonable soil erosion or reduction in the capacity of land to hold
water so that a dangerous or unhealthy condition may result.

5. Whether, pursuant to 10 V.S.A. § 6086(a)(5), the Project will not cause
unreasonable congestion or unsafe conditions with respect to use of
the highways, existing or proposed.

6. Whether the Project will not have an undue adverse effect on
aesthetics or historic sites, pursuant to 10 V.S.A. § 6086(a)(8).

7. If the Board grants party status to FPV on Criterion 9(K), whether,
pursuant to 10 V.S.A. § 6086(a)(9)(K), the Project is adjacent to
governmental and public utility facilities, services, and lands, including,
but not limited to, highways, airports, waste disposal facilities, office
and maintenance buildings, fire and police stations, universities,
schools, hospitals, prisons, jails, electric generating and transmission
facilities, oil and gas pipe lines, parks, hiking trails and forest and game
lands, and if so, whether the Project will not unnecessarily or
unreasonably endanger the public or quasi-public investment in the
facility, service, or lands, or materially jeopardize or interfere with the
function, efficiency, or safety of, or the public's use or enjoyment of or
access to the facility, service, or lands.

8. Whether, pursuant to 10 V.S.A. § 6086(a)(10), the Project is in
conformance with the Pittsford Town Plan and the Rutland Regional
Plan.

IV.  FINDINGS OF FACT

To the extent that any proposed findings of fact are included within, they are
granted; otherwise, they are denied.  See Secretary, Agency of Natural Resources v.
Upper Valley Regional Landfill Corp., 167 Vt. 228, 241-242 (1997); Petition of Village
of Hardwick Electric Department, 143 Vt. 437, 445 (1983).  Any topic headings are
used for organizational purposes only.  Findings of fact listed under one topic may
be relevant to more than one topic.

The Project

1. Pittsford Enterprises proposes to remove an existing building and build a
3,630 square-foot post office building with parking and landscaping on a 2.7-
acre tract at the intersection of Route 7 and Plains Road in Pittsford, Vermont. 
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The Project also includes the subdivision of the 2.7-acre tract into two lots
consisting of 1.5 acres for the post office and 1.2 acres for an existing single-
family home. 

2. Pittsford Enterprises is a Vermont limited liability partnership consisting of
several Vermont residents.  Eastern Development Corporation, a Vermont
corporation located in Colchester, Vermont, acts as the manager for Pittsford
Enterprises.  Eastern Development Corporation is owned by the same
principals that constitute the partners of Pittsford Enterprises. 

3. Pittsford Enterprises intends to lease the post office building to the USPS for
a 20-year, renewable term, through the Eastern Development Corporation. 

4. The Project would replace the existing Pittsford post office, which is located
on Route 7 in Pittsford, approximately 1/3 mile south of the Project site.    

Criteria 1(B), 1(E), 1(G) and 4 

Wastewater

5. Sewage from the Project will be discharged into the municipal sewage
treatment system.

6. The Town of Pittsford approved the connection of the Project to the municipal
sewage system on October 10, 2000. 

7. Pittsford Enterprises obtained Subdivision Permit No. EC-1-1785, dated
August 3, 2001, and Water Supply and Wastewater Disposal Permit No. WW-
1-0881, dated August 3, 2001, from the State of Vermont Agency of Natural
Resources' Department of Environmental Conservation approving the
connection to the Town of Pittsford system. 

Wetlands, Pond and Streams

8. A man-made pond exists on the south side of the site of the Project, in a
Class II wetland.  The pond, with its existing narrow wetland fringe, is
approximately 0.3 acres in size.

9. The pond was constructed by the current owners of the property in the early
1970's prior to the adoption of the Vermont Wetland Rules. 

10. Two intermittent streams feed the pond.  The stream that feeds the pond from
the north has been manipulated and channelized into a drainage ditch.  The
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land on both sides of this stream is mowed.  The stream that enters the pond
from the east has been channelized, and has some shrub, swamp and marsh
vegetation along its banks. 

11. Water from the pond discharges to the south into a scrub shrub wetland,
flows in an unnamed stream under Route 7 and continues to discharge into
the Otter Creek. 

12. On April 19, 2001 Pittsford Enterprises obtained CUD #2000-458 from the
Agency of Natural Resources for permission to construct improvements within
the buffer area for the Class II wetland on the Project site. 

13. In issuing CUD #2000-458, ANR determined, among other things, that the
Project “cannot practicably be located on an upland portion of the site or on
another site owned, controlled or available to satisfy the basic project
purpose.  All practicable measures have been taken in this proposal to avoid
adverse impacts on protected functions."

14. Wetland buffers protect the significant functions and values of wetlands. 
Buffers filter out sediments from surface water before it reaches the wetland. 
Vegetation and soils in buffers remove excess nutrients from surface water
runoff before it reaches the wetland.  They also can reduce erosion potential
in upland areas adjacent to the wetland.

15. Although ANR issued the CUD authorizing this buffer encroachment, it also
expressed concerns about water quality and stormwater runoff.  In particular,
Kim Greenwood reviewed the original Project plans and found that the pond
had water quality problems due to nutrient loading from geese using the pond
and temperature impacts from solar gain, and that adequate riparian buffers
were needed to maintain the natural condition of the north stream and to
handle increased stormwater runoff from the increase in impervious surfaces
from the Project.  

16. Kim Greenwood met with Frank von Turkovich in September 2001 to discuss
these concerns and recommended that Pittsford Enterprises remove the pond
and restore the stream channel and riparian buffers. 

17. In May 2002, Pittsford Enterprises applied for a new CUD for removal of the
pond, restoration of the streams, and creation of a naturalized stream corridor
and riparian wetland similar to the contiguous wetlands that are upstream and
downstream of the pond and off the Project site.  
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18. On August 23, 2002, ANR issued CUD #2002-219, as shown on the project
plans and approved by ANR on August 23, 2002 in CUD #2002-219.  

19. In issuing CUD #2002-219, ANR made several determinations, including the
following:

a. That the Project will have no undue adverse impacts to the protected
functions of the class two wetland or the associated buffers on this
subject property or the adjacent wetland complex. 

b. That the protected functions of the wetland include at least water
storage for flood water and storm runoff (§ 5.1), and surface and
groundwater protection (§ 5.2). 

c. That other protected functions are either not present or are present at
such a minimal level as to not be protected functions, including wildlife
and migratory bird habitat (§ 5.4), and open space and aesthetics (§
5.9).

d. That the wetland is significant for the water storage for flood water and
storm runoff function because it reduces the scouring and erosion of
stream banks, reduces water velocities, and helps to maintain the
stability of important habitat for aquatic life by attenuating peak flows of
flood water and stormwater runoff.  The characteristics of the wetland
which contribute to this function include physical space for floodwater
and stormwater storage and expansion and a constricted outlet.  The
restored stream and riparian corridor will perform this function in a way
that naturally occurs; there will still be a wetland area adjacent to the
stream that will provide room for floodwater storage and expansion,
and reduce water velocities during peak flow events.  Based on the
factors described above, the proposed project will not result in undue
adverse impact to this function.

e. That the wetland is significant for the surface and ground water
protection function because the wetland moderates the adverse water
quality effects of soil erosion or stormwater runoff.  The pond provides
a depositional environment to allow for the retention and removal of
sediments and organic matter.  However, most of the soil erosion that
has taken place on the site has been as a result of stream ditching and
channelization, with resulting deposition into the pond.  The pond also
has a negative impact on downstream water quality.  In-stream ponds
such as this pond warm downstream water and diminish base flows
during dry periods. They also alter the aquatic habitat, and diminish the
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diversity of naturally occurring wetlands and intermittent streams.  The
restored stream channel and riparian wetland will more closely mimic
the wetland and stream just downstream of the pond.  Stream habitat
will be restored to a more natural condition.  Based on the factors
described above, the proposed project will not result in undue adverse
impact to this function, and actually should improve the ability of the
wetland to provide this function.

f. That there is no naturally vegetated riparian buffer areas on the subject
property, and the existing wetlands and intermittent streams have been
altered.  This has resulted in degradation of the aquatic habitat on the
subject property and downstream of the pond.  The project is intended
to improve this condition by providing a more natural stream channel
and riparian wetland. 

g. That the Project "cannot practicably be located on an upland portion of
the site or on another site owned, controlled or available to satisfy the
basic project purpose.  All practicable measures have been taken in
this proposal to avoid adverse impacts on protected functions." 

20. The watershed area for the stream on the property is less than 10 square
miles.   Because of this, the proposed stream restoration project does not
need a Stream Alteration Permit.  The stream restoration component of the
pond removal plan was not reviewed by any of the divisions of ANR that
specialize in stream restoration, due to the small size and relatively small
impact of the Project.

21. Pittsford Enterprises proposes to store the sediments removed from the pond
in two temporary stockpiles.  One stockpile is located to the south of parking
lot #2 and the other on the east side of the existing pond.  The stockpile
locations are shown on the site plan submitted with the CUD application.  The
stockpile proposed for the east side of the existing pond is within the wetland
buffer. 

22. Storage of sediment in a buffer zone can lead to water quality problems with
nearby surface waters. Erosion of the piles can result in the discharge of
sediments into the wetland and stream.  

23. The bottom sediments of the pond are of an unknown composition.

24. Pittsford Enterprises’ pond removal plan, as approved in the 2002 CUD,
suggests testing of pond sediments and disposal of any contaminated
sediments off-site at an approved facility, if determined necessary. 
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25. Possible contaminants include metals, nutrients, and organic compounds
such as petrochemicals, but it is also possible that the sediments will not be
contaminated.

Stormwater and Water Quality

26. The Project will have less than one acre of impervious surface, so it does not
require a Stormwater Discharge Permit from the Agency of Natural
Resources.   

27. Pittsford Enterprises plans to manage stormwater through site grading to
direct some stormwater runoff directly toward Route 7, and the remainder to
varying widths of vegetated buffers before discharge to the wetland and
stream. 

28. There will be approximately 50' of vegetated buffers along the stream, except
that the buffer will be approximately 5'-30' in width on the east side of the
proposed post office and parking lot #1.  However, the roof and parking lot #1
runoff will be directed away from this narrower buffer.

29. Vegetated buffers are a best management practice recommended by ANR in
the 1997 Stormwater Management Procedures.

30. Vegetated buffers provide no treatment if the ground is frozen, because there
is no opportunity for infiltration or binding of contaminants with frozen soil. 
ANR’s 1997 Stormwater Management Procedures do not require any different
or additional stormwater management practices at times the ground is frozen.

31. Pittsford Enterprises proposes to plow snow on parking lot #2 in the direction
of the stream.  The piles of snow there will likely contain various pollutants
associated with parking lots.  

32. To avoid adding pollutants to the stream, snow can be plowed to the far west
corner of the parking area, or salt can be used instead of sand for snow and
ice control on the Project site. 

33. As designed, the post-development peak discharge for the proposed project
does not exceed the  existing peak rate for a 2-year, 24-hour design storm. 

34. ANR's 1997 Stormwater Management Procedures provide for controlling
stormwater from all impervious surfaces by limiting the post-development
peak discharge rate from the site so that it does not exceed the pre-
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development peak discharge rate from the site for a 2-year, 24-hour storm
event. 

35. ANR's 1997 Stormwater Management Procedures provide for calculating
predevelopment flows based on natural site conditions unless otherwise
warranted. 

36. While there is no dispute that  the Bargain Store building was not on the
Project site originally, not much is known about the native, predevelopment
conditions on the Project site.  For instance, key facts such as
predevelopment land contours, location and types of vegetation, and the
character of the streams and any riparian wetland areas prior to
channelization and manipulation, are not known.  Because varying
assumptions about these factors can result in very different estimates of peak
stormwater flow rates, it is appropriate to compare postdevelopment flows to
existing peak flows, rather than predevelopment flows. 

37. The Project will cause a net decrease in peak stormwater flows compared to
existing conditions.

38. The existing peak flow rate for the entire Project is 3.8 cfs, which includes 2.5
cfs to the stream channel to the south of the Project and 1.29 cfs to the
culvert under Plains Road.

39. The post-development peak flow rate for the entire Project is approximately
2.8 cfs, which includes 2.1 cfs to the stream channel to the south of the
Project, and approximately .74 cfs to the culvert under Plains Road. 

40. The Project uses best management practices established by ANR in its 1997
Stormwater Management Practices. 

Erosion

41. Pittsford Enterprises’s engineers evaluated the Project in accordance with the
Vermont Handbook for Soil Erosion and Sediment Control on Construction
Sites.

42. To control erosion during construction, Pittsford Enterprises will install silt
fences before the start of construction.  The silt fences will be inspected
weekly and after every storm event.  Seeding shall be applied within five (5)
days of completion of the final grading.  All erosion control measures will
remain in place until the first mowing of grass on the project site.  Pittsford
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Enterprises will ensure that no construction activity will occur beyond 15 feet
from the perimeter of the building toward the eastern drainage swale.

43. The restored stream will have a gradient of less than one percent, and it is a
fairly slow-moving stream. 

44. While not specified in Pittsford Enterprises’ stream restoration plan, using
materials such as cobbles and boulders in the streambed in a manner
consistent with other natural areas of the stream will help restore the stream
to its natural state and will be less likely to erode than a streambed made of
fill materials. 

Criteria 5 and 9(K)

45. The Project will generate approximately 393 trip ends on an average
weekday, with an average of 20 vehicles entering and 20 vehicles exiting
during the afternoon peak hour, and 16 vehicles entering and 14 vehicles
exiting during the morning peak hour. 

46. A substantial portion of the traffic generation for the Project will be a
relocation of the existing traffic burden from the current post office location,
approximately 1900 feet from the Project. 

47. There is access to the Project site directly off of Route 7, but this will be
restricted to use for the private residence and will not be used for access to
the Project.  Pittsford Enterprises will erect an emergency access gate and a
“Do Not Enter” or “Private Drive” sign at the entrance to ensure that this
access remains limited to private use. 

48. Pittsford Enterprises proposes that the public will access the Project by a
driveway off of Plains Road, located approximately 150' from the intersection
of Plains Road and Route 7. 

49. The Town of Pittsford, which requires at least 100' of separation between a
driveway and the intersection, has issued a permit for the driveway.

50. The parking area closest to the Rawlings boundary line will be reserved for
postal employees only.

51. VTrans reviewed the plans for the Project and concluded that there were no
significant traffic safety or congestion concerns.  

Sight Distances
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52. The Vermont State Design Standards, the American Association of State
Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO), VTrans's B-71 Standard,
the VTrans Access Management Program Guidelines, and the Highway
Capacity Manual establish the following standards for minimum safe sight
distances at various speeds:

Stopping Sight Distance Corner Sight Distance

20 mph 115' 220'

25 mph 150' 275'

30 mph 200' 330'

35 mph 225' 385'

53. Pursuant to VTrans’s B-71 Standard, corner sight distances, equal to or
greater than those in the above chart “shall be provided in both directions for
all drives entering on public highways,” unless otherwise approved by VTrans. 
No such approval has been obtained by Pittsford Enterprises.

54. Corner sight distances are measured from a point on the drive at least 15'
from the edge of traveled way of the adjacent roadway and measured from a
height of eye of 3.5' on the drive to a height of 4.25' on the roadway where the
view is unobstructed. 

55. Corner sight distances apply when a side road enters a main road and a
driver needs adequate sight distance to see vehicles approaching the
intersection before the driver turns left or right.  This is the appropriate
standard to apply to a driver who is stopped at the end of the post office
driveway before entering Plains Road.  A driver in that situation needs
sufficient sight distance to see a vehicle coming toward him from Route 7.

56. VTrans Access Management Guide calls for 230' of separation between a
driveway to an isolated corner lot and an intersection instead of applying
corner sight distance guidelines.

57. Stopping sight distance is the distance from a driver to a stationary object in
the roadway that is two feet high.  AASHTO's Green Book states, at page 10,
concerning stopping sight distance: "The available sight distance between the
driver and the object should be sufficiently long to enable a vehicle traveling
at or near the design speed to stop before reaching a stationary object in its
path."
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58. The VTrans B-71 design standards and Access Management Program
Guidelines use the posted speed limit  for purposes of evaluating the
adequacy of sight distances. 

59. The posted speed limit on Plains Road is 35 mph.

60. Vehicles turning right from Route 7 onto Plains Road, however, must
negotiate a turn and climb a hill before reaching the location of the proposed
driveway.  The maximum safe speed for vehicles approaching the location of
the proposed driveway from Route 7 northbound is 20-25 mph.

61. The proposed driveway meets stopping sight distance requirements, based
on actual maximum safe speed conditions.

62. The location of the proposed driveway does not meet corner sight distance
standards.

63. Relocating the post office driveway further east on Plains Road, to the other
side of the house on the property, would mitigate corner sight distance and
stopping sight distance concerns.  There is sufficient room on Pittsford
Enterprises’ property to do this.

64. If a VTrans Highway Access Permit were required, VTrans would look into the
possibility of moving the driveway further east on Plains Road.

Intersection Angle

65. The intersection of Plains Road and Route 7 is skewed because the roads
meet at less than a 90-degree angle. 

66. VTrans currently plans to make improvements to this intersection which will
correct at least part of this skew, but it is not known when these
improvements will occur.

67. This skew need not affect sight distance for a vehicle turning out of Plains
Road because the first car in line to make the turn can approach the
intersection at a right angle.

Level of Service

68. The purpose of a Level of Service (LOS) analysis is to identify where there
are problems in the flow of traffic. 
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69. The Project will result in a LOS of C or better for the Route 7 and Plains Road
intersection as a whole. 

70. One turning movement will not achieve LOS C or better:  Assuming the
Project is built, turns from Plains Road onto Route 7 will have a LOS E in the
year 2007.

71. LOS E means "very long delays."  When drivers experience very long delays,
they can get frustrated and take chances that would be unsafe.   This is
particularly true of unsignalized intersections where drivers have to wait for
and work their way into gaps in the traffic stream. 

72. For those drivers who experience frustration with the LOS at the Route 7 and
Plains Road intersection, alternative routes exist.

73. The VTrans Highway Design "Level of Service" Policy, effective July 25,
1996, provides that it is the agency’s policy to design highways and effect
improvements that maintain Level of Service "C" for the design period.  The
Policy also recognizes that a lower LOS may be appropriate, as determined
on a case-by-case basis.  Factors to consider in making this determination
include:  the delay incurred by the traveling public; the volume-to-capacity
ratio; and the negative impacts which may result to the surrounding area as a
result of improvements required to achieve LOS C. 

74. The Highway Capacity Manual 2000 cautions that for unsignalled
intersections with a stop sign on a minor side street, the delay equation will
often predict more than a 50-second delay for vehicles making a left-turn from
the side street onto the main road, and that it is important to consider other
factors in addition to delay, such as the volume-to-capacity ratio for the
turning movement, and the queue length. 

75. Queue length means the average number of cars waiting in line at the
intersection during the peak hour of the day.  Volume-to-capacity ratio is the
volume of traffic during the peak hour of the day over the total amount of
traffic the road can carry. 

76. For the left turn from Plains Road onto Route 7 in the year 2007, the volume-
to-capacity ratio is estimated at 0.48, and the queue length is estimated at
2.39 vehicles during the peak hour.

77. Vehicles going south on Route 7 past the intersection with Plains Road often
drive 40-50 mph, although the posted speed limit there is 35 mph. 
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78. Requiring that all vehicles exiting the Project onto Plains Road make right
turns only would not necessarily result in an LOS of C or better for the left-
turn onto Route 7 from Plains Road, because vehicles could turn around on
Plains Road to access Route 7.  Moreover, such a restriction would likely
result in negative impacts on neighboring property owners, other drivers on
Plains Road, and drivers leaving the Project site who will have to reach their
destinations by less direct routes than making a left onto Plains Road and
another left turn onto Route 7.  

Pedestrian Safety

79. Prior to opening the Project, Pittsford Enterprises will construct a sidewalk
from the Project’s parking lot to connect with the town sidewalk on the west
side of Route 7, with a painted crosswalk and safety signage at a location
deemed appropriate by VTrans.

80. The Project provides adequate sidewalk access from the parking areas to the
entrances of the building, including parking and pedestrian access facilities for
persons with disabilities. 

Public Facilities, Services and Lands

81. The Project is adjacent to Route 7 and Plains Road.  There are no other
public facilities, services or lands adjacent to the Project. 

Criterion 8

82. The Project consists of a 3,630 square foot building to serve as a
replacement post office for the Town of Pittsford.  Pittsford Enterprises
proposes to subdivide a parcel of land located on the southeast corner of the
intersection of Plains Road and Route 7 into two separate lots.  Lot 1 will
contain the existing two-story white clapboard residential structure, the “Kelley
House.”  The existing structure on Lot 2 will be replaced with the proposed
post office building and its associated site improvements.

83. The proposed post office building is a one-story structure with entrances
located on the west and north walls facing the parking and driveway areas. 
The main entrance will have a vestibule projecting outward to the west with
an entrance door located on its north wall.  The proposed building includes a
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loading dock on the south side.  The loading dock will be enclosed and will be
equipped with an overhead door that will be kept closed between deliveries. 

84. The proposed building and the south parking lot will be screened from the
adjacent southwest residential property by an arbor vitae hedge.  The
northern parking lot will be screened from the adjacent northeast property by
an arbor vitae hedge and vegetation planted along the eastern drainage
swale. 

85. The Project is located in the northern half of the Town’s Village District,
approximately 1900 feet north of the existing post office location.

86. The Village District is characterized by a variety of residential, commercial
and municipal uses.  Most of these uses are intermixed with each other
throughout the district.  Most of the commercial enterprises and public uses
located in the Village District are of a relatively small nature, and include
diverse uses such as restaurants, convenience stores, gas stations, banks,
retail shops, tourist-oriented businesses, meeting halls, library, taverns, used-
car sales lots, offices, post office and multifamily dwellings.

87. The site for the Project is already developed.  The site is currently occupied
by a one-story building erected during the 1970's by the Kelley family.  This
building was used for general retail sales, and was referred to previously as
the "Bargain Store."  Pittsford Enterprises plans to demolish the existing
Bargain Store building and construct the new post office building and some of
the associated site improvements on part of the Bargain Store footprint.  

88. Immediately adjacent to the Project to the north is the existing Kelley house
property that will remain located on Lot 1.  To the east is an open meadow
area that abuts the rear yards of the homes located on the south side of
Plains Road.  Further east on Plains Road lies the municipal office facility that
houses the Town of Pittsford governmental offices.  Directly to the west of the
proposed site, on the west side of Route 7, is a cemetery.  To the south of the
cemetery is a single family residence.  Adjoining the residence is a site
occupied by a bank that includes a canopy with drive-through facilities.  To
the south of the proposed site, visible from the property, on the west side of
Route 7, are a convenience store and gas station.  A used car sales and
repair facility is located on the east side of Route 7 across from the above-
described convenience store complex.  

89. Immediately adjoining the Project site to the south is the Rawlings property. 
The Rawlings property includes a single family house with a rental apartment. 
There are two parking areas for the Rawlings duplex, one located in a
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driveway off of Route 7 (on the south side of the building), the other located
off the driveway (accessed via a deeded right of way) located on Route 7 that
currently services the Kelley property.

90. Most of the buildings in the Village District are one or two stories in height. 
Many of the commercial facilities are converted structures that originally
served as single family or multi family housing.

91. The proposed building will be designed to fit into the style of architecture
commonly found in the Town of Pittsford.  The exterior will be gray clapboard
with wide corner, window and water table trim boards.  Ornamental columns
will be located at the canopies over the front (west) entrance and the north
side entrance.  The roofing material will be “architectural grade” asphalt
shingles in shadow black color.  The windows will include “muntins” to
resemble multi pane design.  The building will include features that are
normally found in traditional post office buildings including signage that
identifies the building and a flagpole.  The site improvements will include
asphalt paving, and special line striping to demarcate parking for vehicles with
drivers with handicaps.  The Project provides for sidewalks for pedestrian
access and plantings that are appropriate to the building and its use.  

92. The Project will be visible from Route 7.  However, the proposed building will
be set back approximately 235 feet from the road.  Existing well-established
maple trees located in front of the proposed building will be preserved in the
Project plan.  

93. The mass of the proposed post office building will not differ significantly from
the building already on the site. 

94. Downcast shielded lighting fixtures will be used in all parking areas; parking
lot lighting will be set with timers so that light levels will be reduced during non
business hours. 

95. The Project will utilize design elements that will make it compatible with the
surrounding area.  The building design will be compatible with and
harmonious with the adjacent properties and the overall aesthetic architecture
of the Village District of the Town of Pittsford.       

96. Operating hours for the post office will be limited from 7:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, with limited morning hours on Saturdays, from 7:00
a.m. to noon. 
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97. The post office will receive and send mail in bulk shipments via “van body
type” trucks.  Such shipments will occur two to three times a day.

98. The parking lot closest to the nearest residential use is located on the south
side of the Project.  That parking lot will be used primarily by post office
employees who, for the most part, will leave their cars parked during business
hours.  Most customers will use the parking lot located on the north side of
the Project. 

99. The traffic at the Project, including public and delivery traffic, will cause some
increased noise in the vicinity of the Project site.

100. There are no rare or irreplaceable natural areas on the Project site.  

Historic Sites

101. Pittsford Enterprises has obtained a review from the Agency of Commerce
and Community Affairs, Division for Historic Preservation.  The Division has
confirmed that neither the Kelley house property nor the Bargain Store
structure is listed on either the state or national Register of Historic Places.  

102. Land near the Kelley property had once contained a site of a Baptist church,
long since demolished.  The Baptist Church site is not listed on either the
state or federal register of historic places. 

103. The Division for Historic Preservation has stated that it has no objection to the
Project as currently configured.  

Criterion 10

104. The applicable plans are the Pittsford Comprehensive Town Plan 2000,
adopted by the Town of Pittsford on September 6, 2000, (Town Plan) and the
Rutland Regional Plan.

105. There is no specific provision of the Rutland Regional Plan with which the
Project does not comply. 

106. The Town Plan "proposes to maintain the village’s traditional social and
physical character."  Pittsford Town Plan, P1, at 12.

107. The Town Plan provides that the "Pittsford Green Historic District established
in 1982 in the National Historic register, has potential as a focus for future
community activities."  Pittsford Town Plan, P1, at 12.  
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108. The Town Plan also provides that:

It should be apparent from reading this plan that Pittsford is
pursuing a variety of programs to increase economic prosperity in the
town.  Several of these efforts focus upon improving the condition of
the village and commercial districts to support a centralized
community.  This would be a pedestrian area for the most part which
would reduce the necessity for extensive driving distances to satisfy
consumer needs.

Pittsford Town Plan, at 22 (emphasis added).  

109. There is no specific provision of the Town Plan with which the Project does
not comply.

110. The Project is within the "Village District" as set forth in the Town of Pittsford
Zoning Ordinance.

111. The Project will meet one of the Town’s stated goals by contributing to "an
effort to increase the level of commercial, professional, and industrial
investment in the community." 

V. CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

A.  Criteria 1(B)(waste disposal), 1(E)(streams), 1(G)(wetlands) and 4
(soil erosion and capacity to hold water).

The water-related criteria on appeal in this case, Criteria 1(B), 1(E), 1(G) and
4, involve several overlapping issues.  They will be considered together here,
beginning with Criterion 1(G). 

Criterion 1(G)(wetlands)

The Board will grant a permit "whenever it is demonstrated by the applicant,
in addition to other criteria, that the development or subdivision will not violate the
rules of the water resources board (WRB), as adopted under section 905(9) of this
title, relating to significant wetlands."10 V.S.A. § 6086(a)(1)(G).  The applicant bears
the burden of proving compliance with Criterion 1(G).  Id. § 6088(a).  Because the
Project involves a designated Class II wetland, it is subject to the Vermont Wetland
Rules (VWR) and a CUD is required.
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Pittsford Enterprises has two CUDs for the Project.  The first CUD was issued
before Pittsford Enterprises planned to remove the pond.  The new CUD addresses
removal of the pond, creation of a riparian wetland, and restoration of the two
streams. These CUDs entitle Pittsford Enterprises to a rebuttable presumption of
compliance with Criterion 1(G).  EBR 19(E)(5).  Once the presumption is created,
the burden of proof shifts to the opponent to rebut it.  EBR 19(F).  The opponent can
rebut the presumption by showing with a preponderance of the evidence that the
Project is likely to cause a violation of the VWR.  Id.; see also, Re: The Home Depot
USA, Inc., Ann Juster and Homer and Ruth Sweet, #1R0048-12-EB, Findings of
Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order at 27 (Aug. 20, 2001).  If the presumption is
rebutted, then the CUD will only serve as evidence of compliance with Criterion
1(G).  EBR 19(F); Home Depot, supra, at 27.  Moreover, the Board accords
substantial deference to the technical determinations ANR makes in issuing such
permits and approvals, as set forth below.  10 V.S.A. § 6086(d). 

In issuing the new CUD, ANR determined that the Class II wetland on the
Project site has the following functions: water storage for floodwater and storm
runoff; and surface and groundwater protection.  FPV argues that the wetland also
protects wildlife and migratory bird habitat, but ANR found that the habitat function
was not present or present in such a minimal level that it does not warrant
protection.  While the CUD is entitled to a rebuttable presumption, ANR's
determinations regarding the protected functions of this wetland are "Technical
determinations" entitled to substantial deference under the statute.  10 V.S.A. §
6086(d).  FPV has not produced clear evidence of the asserted protected use
sufficient to overcome this deference.  Nor has FPV produced a preponderance of
evidence of the asserted protected use.  

FPV argues that removal of the pond will reduce the wetland's water storage
capacity, and will diminish migratory bird habitat.  ANR determined that the Project
will not adversely impact water storage.  Again, FPV has failed to show, by even a
preponderance of the evidence, that this is incorrect.

The Board concludes that the Project complies with the Vermont Wetland
Rules, and Criterion 1(G).

Criteria 1(B), 1(E) and 4

Under Criterion 1(B), a permit will be granted if the Board finds “that, in
addition to all other applicable Criteria, the development or subdivision will meet any
applicable health and environmental conservation department regulations regarding
the disposal of wastes, and will not involve the injection of waste materials or any
other harmful or toxic substance into ground water or wells.”  10 V.S.A. §
6086(a)(1)(B).  
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Under Criterion 1(E), "A permit will be granted whenever it is demonstrated by
the applicant that, in addition to all other applicable criteria, the development of lands
on or adjacent to the banks of a stream will, whenever feasible, maintain the natural
condition of the stream, and will not endanger the health, safety, or welfare of the
public or of adjoining landowners." 10 V.S.A. § 6086(a)(1)(E).  According to ANR, if
Pittsford Enterprises fulfills the conditions of the amended CUD, then it will be in
compliance with Criterion 1(E).
 

Under Criterion 4, the Board will issue a permit if the Project "[w]ill not cause
unreasonable soil erosion or reduction in the capacity of the land to hold water so
that a dangerous or unhealthy condition may result."  10 V.S.A. § 6086(a)(4).  At a
minimum, Criterion 4 requires an erosion control plan specific to the Project site. 
See, Re:  Woodford Packers, Inc., d/b/a WPI, #8B0542-EB, Findings of Fact,
Conclusions of Law, and Order at 37 (Oct. 5, 2001), motion to alter denied,
(February 22, 2002), appeal docketed; Re: Sherman Hollow, Inc., #4C0422-5-EB
(Revised), Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order at 37 (Feb. 17, 1989). 
Pittsford Enterprises has submitted such an erosion control plan.  

The burden of proof is on the applicant regarding Criterion 1(B), 1(E) and 4. 
10 V.S.A. § 6088(a).  Certain state permits create a rebuttable presumption of no
undue water pollution, which would also address Criterion 4 in terms of pollution
from sediment.  EBR 19(E); Re: Brewster River Land Company, LLC, 1R0849-EB,
Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order at 8 (Feb. 22, 2001).  The
presumption is rebutted if a preponderance of the evidence shows that a project will
cause undue water pollution or substantially increase the risk thereof, despite the
permit.  EBR 19(F).  "Technical non-compliance with the applicable health, water
resources, and Agency of Natural Resources’ rules shall be insufficient to rebut the
presumption without a showing that the noncompliance will result in, or substantially
increase the risk of, undue water pollution."  EBR 19(F).  Also, as set forth above,
technical determinations made by ANR in issuing one of these permits are entitled to
substantial deference.  10 V.S.A. § 6086(d).  This is a higher standard than the
straight presumption:  The standard for rebutting a straight presumption is a
preponderance, whereas the standard for rebutting a technical determination entitled
to substantial deference is clear evidence.  

In this case ANR has issued a Water Supply and Wastewater Disposal
Permit.  This permit, pursuant to EBR 19(E)(1)(a), creates a legal presumption that
no undue water pollution will be generated by Pittsford Enterprises’s wastewater. 
FPV does not argue that the Project’s wastewater will cause undue water pollution. 
Instead, FPV claims that stormwater runoff from the Project will cause undue water
pollution, erosion, and will disrupt the natural condition of the streams. 
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The Project does not require a stormwater discharge permit because the
amount of impervious surface created by the Project is under one acre.  ANR
Department of Environmental Conservation, 1997 Stormwater Management
Procedures, Chapter One, Section E (Requirement to Obtain a Stormwater Permit);
see also, 10 V.S.A. § 1263(a); 33 U.S.C. § 1342.  Nevertheless, the stormwater
management system proposed by Pittsford Enterprises complies with ANR’s 1997
Stormwater Management Procedures.  Specifically, the Project will  use vegetated
buffers along the streams and wetland to filter and slow the flow of stormwater. 
Native, predevelopment peak flows cannot be determined so it is appropriate to limit
post-development peak flows to existing rates, and the Project as proposed meets
this requirement.  Given this, and the relatively small scope of the Project, the Board
is not persuaded by FPV’s arguments that a stormwater detention basin is
necessary.

Pittsford Enterprises proposes to restore the channelized streams to their
natural condition, and the proposed stream restoration plan has been approved by
ANR.  FPV also argues that storage of pond removal sediments in the stream buffer
will likely cause undue erosion, water pollution, and will disrupt the natural condition
of the stream.  To address these concerns, any Permit issued by the Commission or
the Board must include a condition that requires that the sediments be tested for
contaminants, and if such contaminants are found, the sediments must be properly
disposed of.  This can be accomplished by storing all sediments in the westerly
stockpile site, trucking all sediment off-site, or phasing the Project and putting the
rest of the sediment somewhere else that is safely out of the buffer.

With these conditions, the Board concludes that the Project complies with
Criteria 1(B), 1(E) and 4.

B. Criteria 5 (traffic safety and congestion) and 9(K)(public facilities,
lands and services)

Before issuing a permit, the Board must find that the proposed Project "[w]ill
not cause unreasonable congestion or unsafe conditions with respect to the use of
highways . . ." 10 V.S.A. § 6086(a)(5).  The burden of proof is on the opponent under
Criterion 5, id. § 6088(b), but the applicant must provide sufficient information for the
Board to make affirmative findings.  Re:  Barre Granite Quarries, LLC, #7C1079
(Revised)-EB, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order at 50 (Dec. 8, 2000). 
A permit may not be denied solely on the basis of Criterion 5, but the Board may
attach reasonable conditions and requirements to the permit to alleviate the burden
created.  10 V.S.A. § 6087(b); see also, Re:  Nile and Julie Duppstadt and John and
Debra Alden, #4C1013-EB, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order (Apr.
30, 1999).
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FPV argues that corner and stopping sight distances are inadequate, that the
skewed intersection is inherently dangerous, that the level of service for a particular
turning movement is unacceptable, and that the Project is unsafe for pedestrians. 
Each issue will be addressed in turn.

Corner Sight Distance & Stopping Sight Distance

State and federal highway construction guidelines are useful, but do not
necessarily bind the Board in reviewing traffic impacts under Act 250.  See, e.g. Re: 
Old Vermonter Wood Products, #5W1305-EB, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law,
and Order, at 12 (Aug. 19, 1999)("Although comparison to B-71 standards can be
helpful in evaluating a proposed project’s conformity with Criterion 5, the standards
are not dispositive in Act 250 proceedings." )(citing Re:  Richard and Barbara
Woodard, #5W1262-EB, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order, at 14
(Dec. 18, 1997)(citing In re Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., 167 Vt. 75 (1997)(affirming Re: 
St. Albans Group and Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., #6F0471-EB(Altered) (Jun. 27,
1995)))); Re:  Loomis Highlands, Inc., #5W1095-EB, Findings of Fact, Conclusions
of Law, and Order, at 3-4 (Jul. 14, 1992)(proposed project complied with Criterion 5
even though it failed the AASHTO Corner Sight Distance standard). 

Stopping sight distance is a measure of whether "a vehicle coming from the
Plains Rd/US7 intersection [can] avoid a collision with a vehicle coming out of the
post office driveway."  For this driveway location, stopping sight distances are
adequate, given the speed at which the right turn from Route 7 onto Plains Road can
safely be negotiated.

Corner sight distance measures a turning vehicle's ability to accelerate (after
turning) to the speed limit without causing an approaching car to decelerate more
than 5 mph to avoid overtaking the turning vehicle.  As defined in greater detail in
the VTrans Access Management Guidelines, corner sight distance is "the distance
measured from the point on the drive 15 feet from the edge of the traveled-way of
the adjacent roadway and measured from a height of eye of 3.5 feet on the drive to a
height of 4.25 feet on the roadway where the view is unobstructed."

It is clear that the corner sight distance is not met for this driveway location,
and the Board is concerned, based on the particular facts of this case, that this
failure will result in unsafe conditions.

Pursuant to 10 V.S.A. § 6087(b), the Board cannot deny a project because of
its failure to comply with Criterion 5.  The statute does, however, allow the Board to
impose "reasonable conditions and requirements" (referring to 10 V.S.A. § 6086(c))
to "alleviate the burdens created."
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It appears that a reasonable condition that should be imposed is one which
requires Pittsford Enterprises to relocate the driveway to a site further to the east,
further from the intersection.  While the Board itself often addresses minor
alterations in projects which are on appeal, see, Main Street Landing Company and
City of Burlington, #4C1068-EB, Memorandum of Decision at 4 (Sept. 27, 2001); Re:
Vermont Electric Power Corporation, #7C0565-EB, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of
Law, and Order at 3 (Dec. 13, 1984), the relocation of the driveway has, in the
Board’s opinion, the potential to raise new impacts on criteria that have not been
reviewed by the Commission.  See, Re: Edward E. Buttolph Revocable Trust,
#5L1339-EB, Chair’s Preliminary Ruling at 2 (Jul. 20, 2000).  There is also the
possibility that people who chose not to participate in this application based on
Pittsford Enterprises’ present plans might be affected by a relocated driveway and
might therefore wish to seek party status on a reconfigured roadway.  Marvin T.
Gurman, Espley-Tyas Vermont, Inc. and D. Truman Barrett, #3W0424-EB, Findings
of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order at 5 (Jun. 10, 1985); Spear Street
Associates, #4C0489-1-EB, Memorandum of Decision at 4 (Apr. 4, 1984); Compare,
Re: Burlington Housing Authority, #4C0463-EB, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of
Law, and Order at 2 (Oct. 15, 1981).

 Intersection Angle

With respect to the intersection angle, the Board concludes that this does not
pose a safety hazard because the first car waiting to turn onto Route 7 can see
oncoming traffic from a position at a right angle with Route 7.  While the angle of the
rest of Plains Road to Route 7 is not ideal, it does not rise to the level of a safety
issue under Criterion 5.

Undue Congestion/Unacceptable Level of Service (LOS) 

The Level of Service is "E" for left turns from Plains Road onto Route 7 in the
year 2007.  Ms. Gamble comments that the LOS policy applies to state highways
only, and intersections with state highways.  Mr. Oman disagrees, citing LOS policy
"to design its highways and to require others accessing its facilities to effect
improvements that will maintain Level of Service "C" for the prescribed design
period."  Mr. Oman testifies that Ms. Gamble found a LOS of E on the Plains Road
approach to Route 7, which constitutes unreasonable congestion.  While VTrans
policy may not apply to approaches to state highways from other roads, Criterion 5
does.  Ms. Gamble's endorsement of this Project does not address this issue, and it
is not clear what Pittsford Enterprises could do to mitigate this congestion since
there is no way to limit vehicle trips from the post office, as the Board did in Re:
OMYA, Inc. and Foster Brothers Farm, Inc., #9A0107-2-EB, Findings of Fact,
Conclusions of Law, and Order, at 25 (May 25, 1999)(truck trip limits imposed to
mitigate existing LOS deficiencies at certain intersections).  Mr. Oman proposes
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Although Mr. Oman makes this suggestion as a means of mitigating
intersection skew, assuming that vehicles turning right out of the post office
driveway onto Plains Road will not turn around and go back to Route 7, it would
also mitigate the LOS issue for vehicles turning onto Route 7 from Plains Road. 
However, as explained above, it seems likely that a significant number of
vehicles would simply turn around on Plains Road to access Route 7.

limiting turns out of the driveway to right-turn only (Ex. 52, at 12-13, A18)1, but this
would not bar drivers from turning around and heading back out to Route 7.  It is
hard to see how this would be effective mitigation.  There are, however, alternative
routes that the truly frustrated motorist may take in order to avoid delays at the
intersection.

Pedestrian Safety  

The Board is not persuaded that the Project will cause any adverse effect on
pedestrian safety.  Pittsford Enterprises has agreed to install sidewalks and signage
and to paint a crosswalk across Route 7, and there is no persuasive evidence that
the Project design or volume of traffic will create any new hazard for pedestrians. 
The Board does not consider FPV’s argument that the current post office site is
much safer for pedestrians than the Project site.  Criterion 5 looks only to the Project
site; it does not consider or make comparisons between existing and proposed sites. 
See, Re: Mount Anthony Union High School District #14, #8B0552-EB(Interlocutory),
Memorandum of Decision at 10 (Jan. 31, 2002) 

Conclusion as to Criterion 5

Criterion 5 is remanded to the Commission to allow Pittsford Enterprises to
submit plans for the relocation of its driveway in order to address the Board’s
concerns as expressed above.  The Commission’s actions on remand, which must
include notification by Pittsford Enterprises of persons who may be affected by a
relocated driveway, shall be limited to an investigation into corner sight distances,
unless such relocation will have negative impacts on stopping sight distances or
other Act 250 criteria due to factors which are presently unknown to the Board.

C.  Criterion 8 (aesthetics and historic sites).

Before issuing a permit, the Board must find that the Project will not have an
undue adverse effect on the scenic or natural beauty of the area, aesthetics, historic
sites, or rare and irreplaceable natural areas. 10 V.S.A. § 6086(a)(8) (aesthetics). 
The burden of proof is on the opponents under Criterion 8, id. § 6088(b), but the
applicant must provide sufficient information to allow the Board to make affirmative
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findings.  Home Depot, supra, at 31 (citing Re: Black River Valley Rod & Gun Club,
Inc., #2S1019-EB, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order (Altered) at 19
(June 12, 1997), and cases cited therein).  FPV and Margaret Rawlings oppose the
Project on Criterion 8, and therefore bear the burden of proof.  

Aesthetics

To determine whether a project complies with Criterion 8 (aesthetics), the
Board applies a two-part test.  The first question is whether the project will have an
adverse effect on aesthetics or natural or scenic beauty.  Re:  Barre Granite
Quarries, LLC, supra, at 78 (citing Re: James E. Hand and John R. Hand, d/b/a
Hand Motors and East Dorset Partnership, #8B0444-6-EB (Revised), Findings of
Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order at 24-25 (Aug. 19, 1996); Re: Quechee Lakes
Corp., #3W0411-EB and #3W0439-EB, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and
Order (Nov. 4, 1985)).  If there is no adverse effect, the inquiry ends.  If there is an
adverse effect, the second question is whether that adverse effect is undue.  Barre
Granite, supra, at 79 (citing Hand, supra, at 24; Quechee Lakes, supra, at 17-20).   

1. Adverse Effect

In determining whether a project will have an adverse effect, the Board
determines whether the project will harmonize with, or "fit" the context within which it
will be located.  In making this determination, the Board considers a number of
factors, including:

a. the nature of the project's surroundings, 
b. the compatibility of the project's design with  those surroundings, 
c. the suitability for the project's context of the colors and materials

selected for the project, 
d. the locations from which the project can be viewed, and 
e. the potential impact of the project on open space. 

Hand, supra at 25.  If a project "fits" its context, it will not have an adverse effect. 
Re: Talon Hill Gun Club and John Swinington, #9A0192-2-EB, Findings of Fact,
Conclusions of Law, and Order at 9 (June 7, 1995)(quoted in Re: Josiah E. Lupton,
#3W0819 (Revised)-EB, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order at 22 (May
18, 2001)); see also, Re:  McDonald's Corp., Rutland, Vermont, #1R0477-5-EB,
Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order at 18 (Dec. 7, 2000)(citing Hand,
supra, at 25).

Pittsford Enterprises proposes to relocate the Pittsford post office
approximately 1/3 of a mile north of its present location, where it would replace an
existing but closed "Bargain Store" on Plains Road, just off Route 7.  
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FPV argues that the aesthetic impacts of the Project on the existing post
office should be considered, as well as its impacts at the Project site itself.  There is
no dispute that the Project will require the existing post office to close, but the effects
FPV alleges are more functional than aesthetic.  FPV argues that function is a part
of aesthetics, just like visual effects or noise, and submits extensive testimony about
how village residents use the post office as a place to interact socially.  Criterion 8
does not protect such "functional aesthetics," and FPV’s witnesses offer little support
and no persuasive legal authority for their argument.  In addition, FPV offers little in
terms of recognized aesthetic effects on the location of the existing post office. 

Margaret Rawlings, who lives adjacent to the Project site and opposes the
Project on Criterion 8, objects to:

S the size and location of the parking lot 
S the density of development 
S obstruction of her views to the east
S diesel odors from idling trucks
S effects of proposed lighting and noise from after-hour activities

including deliveries, employees’ vehicles, snow removal, and
unauthorized use of the parking lot at night.  

Ms. Rawlings’ concerns involve effects which are generally cognizable under
Criterion 8.  However, Criterion 8 "was not intended to prevent all change to the
landscape of Vermont or to guarantee that the view a person sees from her property
will remain the same forever."  Re:  Okemo Mountain, Inc., #2S0351-8-EB, Findings
of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order at 9 (Dec. 18, 1986).  Criterion 8 was
intended to ensure that as development occurs, reasonable consideration will be
given to the visual impacts on neighboring landowners, the local community, and on
the special scenic resources of Vermont.  Re:  Horizon Development Corp.,
#4C0841-EB, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order (Aug. 21, 1992). 
Nevertheless, projects that result in the loss of open space and the alteration of
vistas can have an adverse effect on aesthetics and scenic beauty.  See, e.g., Re: 
Southwestern Vermont Health Care Corp., #8B0537-EB, Findings of Fact,
Conclusions of Law, and Order at 29 (Feb. 22, 2001)(citing Re: Thomas W. Bryant
and John P. Skinner, #4C0795-EB, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order
at 21 (June 26, 1991); see also Re: Maple Tree Place Associates, #4C0775-EB,
Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order at 48-49 (June 25, 1998); Re:
George, Mary, and Rene Boissoneault, #6F0499-EB, Findings of Fact, Conclusions
of Law, and Order at 19 (Jan. 29, 1998)).

Because the Project will result in some increase in paved area, lighting, and
noise, the Board concludes that it will cause at least some adverse aesthetic effect.
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2.  Undue Impact

The next step in the Quechee Lakes test is to determine whether the adverse
effect is "undue."  An adverse aesthetic effect is undue if the Board reaches any of
the following conclusions: 

a. The project violates a clear, written community standard intended to
preserve the aesthetics or scenic beauty of the area;

b. The applicants failed to take generally available mitigating steps which
a reasonable person would take to improve the harmony of the project
with its surroundings; or

c. The project offends the sensibilities of the average person, is offensive
or shocking because it is out of character with its surroundings or
significantly diminishes the scenic qualities of the area.

Home Depot, supra, at 31 (citing Black River, supra, at 19-20; Hand, supra, at 25-
29; Quechee Lakes, supra, at 19-20).  Each of these will be considered in turn.

a.  Clear, Written Community Standard

Under this first factor, the Board must determine whether the proposed
Project violates a clear, written community standard intended to preserve the
aesthetics or scenic beauty applicable to the area in which the project would be
located.  

"In evaluating whether a project violates a clear written community standard,
the Board routinely looks to town and regional plans, open land studies, and other
municipal-generated documents to discern whether a clear, written community
standard exists and should be applied in the review of the aesthetic impacts of a
project."  Re:  McDonald's Corp. and Murphy Realty Company, Inc., No. 100012-2B-
EB, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order at 14 (Mar. 22, 2001)(citing Re:
Herbert and Patricia Clark, #1R0785-EB, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and
Order at 35- 37 (Apr. 3, 1997); Re: Thomas W. Bryant and John P. Skinner, supra,
at 22; see also, Re: Nile and Julie Duppstadt, supra, at 23).  However, statements in
town plans or zoning ordinances that express broad policy goals are not "clear,
written community standards."  See, e.g., Re:  McDonald's Corp. and Murphy Realty
Company, Inc., supra, at 20 (citing Re: Town of Barre, #5W1167-EB, Findings,
Conclusions and Order (June 2, 1994).  In Barre, the Board held that a "broad
statement of policy that applies generally to the community at large is not a clear,
written community standard."  Barre, supra, at 21; cf., Re: The Mirkwood Group and
Barry Randall, #1R0780-EB, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order at 22-
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23 (Aug. 19, 1996) (Pittsford zoning ordinance constituted clear, written community
standard where proposed radio tower was located within conservation district and
the ordinance contained a clear statement of the community policy against use of
conservation district lands for anything other than dwellings, forestry, and
agriculture).  

There is no clear, written community standard on aesthetics in evidence in
this case.  Therefore, the Board goes on to the next factor.

b. Generally Available Mitigating Steps

To determine whether there has been sufficient mitigation, "the Board looks to
the steps that the applicant has taken to reduce the aesthetic impacts of a project on
the character of the area where it is proposed; the Board asks whether the applicant
has taken generally available mitigating steps to improve the harmony of the project
with its surroundings."  Re:  McDonald's Corp. and Murphy Realty Company, Inc.,
supra, at 22) (citing Re: Thomas W. Bryant and John P. Skinner, supra, at 21-22
(sufficient mitigation found where an applicant placed height restrictions on homes
and trees, proposed plantings to screen the development, proposed covenants to
govern future construction and activities on the site, placed limits on exterior house
colors, and retained open space to alleviate the adverse effects of the subdivision on
the surrounding area)).  This is a fact-specific inquiry.  See, McDonald's Corp. and
Murphy Realty Company, Inc., supra, at 22 ("what may be required to aesthetically
mitigate a project is a highly case and context-specific inquiry").  In McDonald's, the
Board held that re-painting a McDonald's restaurant bright red, yellow and white
without landscaping or other screening to reduce the visual prominence of the
restaurant, and, in particular, of its bright red roof, constituted a failure to mitigate an
adverse aesthetic effect.  Id. 

According to Ms. Rawlings, reasonable aesthetic mitigation must include
reducing the number of parking spaces near her property, or relocating them to other
areas on the Project site, to preserve existing views from her home, and reduce the
density of development; limiting the height of the arborvitae hedge near her property
to 6 feet, and limit it to extend only as far south as necessary to block the view of the
parking area from the Rawlings house, to maximize the view of the wetland and
stream area from the Rawlings house; and limiting hours of employee activity, mail
delivery and snow removal, and access to the property after hours. 

 
FPV’s witness Jean Vissering testifies that the arborvitae hedge intended to

mitigate visual impact of the Project will cut off views of the meadow and will do little
to mitigate noise from parking and deliveries, the smell of exhaust, or to reduce
adverse impacts of night lighting.  However, FPV’s argument on aesthetics focuses
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largely on the location of the Project.  Ms. Vissering testified that "appropriate
mitigation will be impossible in this location."  

Any permit issued by the Commission or the Board will include conditions
limiting hours of operation at the Project site, limiting the height and length of the
hedge near the Rawlings property, and requiring Pittsford Enterprises to post signs
clearly restricting the parking area in question to employee parking.  With these
additional mitigation measures, the Project will satisfy this prong of the Quechee
Lakes analysis.

c.  Sensibilities of the Average Person

Finally, the Board must determine whether the Project "would be so out of
character with its surroundings or so significantly diminish the scenic qualities of the
area as to be offensive or shocking to the average person."  Re:  McDonald's Corp.
and Murphy Realty Company, Inc., supra, at 22 (citing Re:  Pike Industries, Inc. and
William E. Dailey, Inc., #1R0807-EB, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and
Order at 18-19 (June 25, 1998)).  While there is an adverse aesthetic effect, as
discussed above, the aesthetic impact of the project as conditioned will not be
substantial or significant enough to be shocking and offensive to the average
person.  See, e.g., Re:  Pike Industries, supra (noise, including that from back-up
alarms on vehicles and equipment, would be adverse, but not so out of context with
its surroundings as to be offensive or shocking to the ordinary person); Re: 
Raymond F. Duff, #5W0952-2-EB, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order
(Jan. 29, 1998)(residential subdivision not offensive or shocking); Re: The Mirkwood
Group, supra (radio tower is an aesthetic intrusion, but is not shocking or offensive);
Re:  John Gross Sand and Gravel, #5W1198-EB, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of
Law, and Order (Apr. 27, 1995)(noise from earth extraction project not offensive or
shocking, as limited by permit conditions). 

The Board is not persuaded that this Project is shocking or offensive to the
average person, particularly with the additional aesthetic mitigation measures being
required.  Therefore, the Project satisfies all three prongs of the Quechee test and
does not cause an unduly adverse aesthetic effect under Criterion 8.

Historic Sites

The Board uses a three-part test to determine whether a Project satisfies the
historic sites portion of Criterion 8:

First, it must determine whether the Project is or contains any historic site. 
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Second, it determines whether the proposed Project will have an adverse
effect on any such historic site.  

Third, it determines whether the adverse effect, if any, is undue. 

Re:  Josiah E. Lupton, Quiet River Campground, Land Use Permit Application
#3W0819 (Revised)-EB, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order at 27 (May
18, 2001)(citing Re: Manchester Commons Associates, #8B0500-EB, Findings of
Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order at 18 (Sept. 29, 1995)).  As stated at the
outset, the burden of proof is on the opponents under Criterion 8, 10 V.S.A. §
6088(b), but the applicant must provide sufficient information to allow the Board to
make affirmative findings.  Black River, supra, at 19. 

The first question is whether the Project is or contains any historic site.  The
statute defines "historic site" as:

 any site, structure, district or archeological landmark which has been
officially included in the National Register of Historic Places and/or the
state register of historic places or which is established by testimony of
the Vermont Advisory Council on Historic Preservation as being
historically significant.

10 V.S.A. § 6001(9).  Once a site is listed on the National Register of Historic
Places, the Board has no discretion to rule that it is not historic.  See, Re:
Middlebury College, #9A0177-EB, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order
at 9 (Jan. 26, 1990).  

Next, the Board considers whether the proposed project will have an adverse
impact on the site:

In evaluating adverse effect on a site, it is central to determine
whether a proposed project is in harmony or fits with the historic
context of the site. Important guidelines in evaluating this fit include: (1)
whether there will be physical destruction, damage, or alteration of
those qualities which make the site historic, such as an existing
structure, landscape, or setting; and (2) whether the proposed project
will have other effects on the historic structure, landscape, or setting
which are incongruous or incompatible with the site's historic qualities,
including, but not limited to, such effects as isolation of an historic
structure from its historic setting, new property uses, or new visual,
audible or atmospheric elements.
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Middlebury College, Findings, Conclusions and Order at 10 (quoted in Re: OMYA,
Inc.. supra, at 30). 

FPV argues that the Project will have an undue adverse effect on the Pittsford
Green Historic District, because it will result in closing the existing post office:   "The
relocation of the post office, with the resulting loss of the post office from the historic
district and decreased vitality of the village center, will alter the unique sense of
place that makes Pittsford Village eligible for the National Register."  (FPV’s
Proposed Findings and Conclusions, at 21.)  According to FPV, the Pittsford Green
Historic District was listed on the National Register in 1981.  If it is on the National
Register, the Pittsford Green Historic District, like the Brandon Village Historic
District in the OMYA case, is necessarily an historic site.  See, Re: OMYA, Inc.,
supra, at 29.  

The first prong of the Manchester Commons historic sites test, as currently
worded, literally looks to whether the project site is or contains any historic site.  But
even assuming that Criterion 8 protects historic sites that are not on the site of the
proposed project, the Board is not persuaded that relocating the Pittsford post office
to the Project site will have any adverse effect on the Pittsford Green Historic
District.  There will be no physical change to the historic features of the Pittsford
Green Historic District, and there is no persuasive evidence that the district has any
other historic quality that would be impacted by the Project. 

FPV also contends that the Project will cut off part of a knoll on which an 1834
Baptist Church stood, and that this is a site of archeological significance because it
is the approximate location of the original Congregationalist and Baptist log meeting
house built in 1786.  Nothing in the record, however, supports this argument.  There
is no indication that DHP considers this site to be of historic significance, and the
Board is not persuaded in any event that the Project will have an adverse effect on
the knoll.

No historic site will be adversely affected by the Project.  The Project,
therefore, complies with both the aesthetics and historic sites requirements of
Criterion 8.  

D. Criterion 9(K)(public lands, services and facilities).

To prevail on Criterion 9(K), the applicant must prove that the proposed
project is either not "adjacent to governmental and public utility facilities, services,
and lands, including, but not limited to, highways, airports, waste disposal facilities,
office and maintenance buildings, fire and police stations, universities, schools,
hospitals, prisons, jails, electric generating and transmission facilities, oil and gas
pipe lines, parks, hiking trails and forest and game lands," or, if adjacent to any such
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public facility or land, that "the development will not unnecessarily or unreasonably
endanger the public or quasi-public investment in the facility or lands, or materially
jeopardize or interfere with the function or safety of, or public’s use of, the facility or
lands."  10 V.S.A. § 6086(a)(9)(K). 

1. Public Facilities, Lands or Services Adjacent to the Project

The threshold question under Criterion 9(K) is whether the proposed Project
is adjacent to any public or quasi-public facility, land or service.  Re:  Woodford
Packers, Inc., d/b/a WPI, supra, at 28.  In this case, there is no dispute that Route 7
is a public facility adjacent to the Project site.  Plains Road is another public facility
directly adjacent to the Project site.

FPV argues that the historic village center is a public service, facility or land.
The post office is currently located in the historic village center, and FPV claims that
the village center will suffer from the relocation of the post office out of the village
center and onto the Project site.  Criterion 9K protects only those public facilities that
are adjacent to a proposed project and the village center is not literally "adjacent"  to
the site of the proposed project.  Board precedent indicates that "adjacent" can be
construed liberally, in relation to the scope of the effects of the proposed project. 
Re:  L & S Associates, #2W0434-8-EB (Revised), Findings of Fact, Conclusions of
Law, and Order at 32-33 (Sept. 22, 1993).  In L & S, the Board held that major roads
near a wholesale grocery warehouse were protected under Criterion 9K even though
they were not directly adjacent to the warehouse, because the intense truck traffic
from the warehouse had an impact on the roads.  The Board stated that the word
"adjacent" in Criterion 9K "is a relative term that must be considered in the context of
the scale of a project."  Id. at 37. 

Even if the term "adjacent" were liberally construed to include to the site of
the existing post office, FPV offers little support for its contention that the historic
village center is a public land, service or facility protected under Criterion 9(K).  The
Board rejected similar arguments in the OMYA case:

The Board also concludes that Brandon's historic district and the privately
owned buildings within the district which are historic, do not qualify as
"governmental or public utility facilities, services, or lands" within the meaning
of Criterion 9 (K).

* * *

Based on the evidence, the Board is not persuaded that the City's historic
district is analogous to the examples given in Criterion 9(K).  The Board notes
that the loss of public funds invested in the district, caused by negative
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impacts of the proposed project on the City's downtown, is relevant under
other criteria such as Criterion 9(H).

Re: OMYA, Inc.. supra, at 33-34 (citing St. Albans Wal-Mart, supra, at 54).

As in OMYA, the Board is not persuaded that the historic village center is a
public land, service or facility protected by Criterion 9(K).

2.  Endangerment, Material Jeopardy, or Interference

To prevail on Criterion 9K, therefore, Pittsford Enterprises must show that the
proposed Project will not unnecessarily or unreasonably endanger the public
investment in Route 7 and Plains Road, and that the Project will not unnecessarily or
unreasonably endanger the public or quasi-public investment in, or materially
jeopardize or interfere with the function or safety of, or public’s use of, Route 7 and
Plains Road.  Re:  Green Meadows Center, LLC, #2W0694-I-EB, Findings of Fact,
Conclusions of Law, and Order at 23 (Dec. 21, 2000)(citing Re:  Munson Earth
Moving Corp., #4C0986-EB, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order at 11
(Apr. 4, 1997), rev’d on other grounds, In re Munson Earth Moving Corp., 169 Vt.
455 (1999); Re:  Swain Development Co., #3W0445-2-EB, Findings of Fact,
Conclusions of Law, and Order at 33 (Aug. 10, 1990)).

While there is overlap between Criterion 5 and 9(K), there is a difference:  

Under Criterion 5, the Board looks to see whether a proposed
project will create traffic conditions which are unsafe or traffic
congestion which is unreasonable. The Board may not deny a project
simply because such conditions are present. In contrast, under
Criterion 9(K), the Board examines whether a proposed project will
materially jeopardize or interfere with a public facility's function, safety,
or efficiency or the public's use or enjoyment of or access to such
facilities. 

Re:  John A. Russell Corporation, #1R0849-EB, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of
Law, and Order at 9 (Jul. 10, 2001)(citing Swain, supra, at 34).  Therefore, “the
inquiry into traffic safety under Criterion 9(K) involves a higher threshold of material
jeopardy or material interference, which is absent from the language of Criterion 5.” 
Russell, Findings, Conclusions and Order at 9.

While the Board has found and addressed some safety concerns under
Criterion 5, these concerns do not rise to the level of material jeopardy or
interference required under Criterion 9(K).  As the Board stated in Russell, this
higher, “material jeopardy or interference” standard is consistent with the fact that a
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proposed project may not be denied under Criterion 5 but may be denied under
Criterion 9(K). Russell, supra, at 9.

The Project complies with Criterion 9(K).

E. Criterion 10 (compliance with town and regional plan).

Before granting a permit, the Board must find that the project" is in
conformance with any duly adopted local or regional plan or capital program of Title
24."  10 V.S.A. § 6086(a)(10).  In this case, the applicable plans are the Pittsford
Town Plan and the Rutland Regional Plan.  The burden of production and the
burden of persuasion are on the applicant, Pittsford Enterprises. Id. § 6088(a).

The Pittsford Town Plan "proposes to maintain the village’s traditional social
and physical character," and notes that the "Pittsford Green Historic District
established in 1982 in the National Historic register, has potential as a focus for
future community activities." Town Plan, at 12.  The Town Plan also states that:

It should be apparent from reading this plan that Pittsford is
pursuing a variety of programs to increase economic prosperity in the
town.  Several of these efforts focus upon improving the condition of
the village and commercial districts to support a centralized
community.  This would be a pedestrian area for the most part which
would reduce the necessity for extensive driving distances to satisfy
consumer needs.

Pittsford Town Plan, at 22. 

The first question, however, is whether these Town Plan provisions are
enforceable as specific policies, or more aspirational in nature.  A town plan
provision evinces a specific policy if it:  (a) applies to the area or district in which the
project is located; (b) is intended to guide or proscribe conduct or land use in that
area or district; and (c) is sufficiently clear to guide the conduct of an average
person, using common sense and understanding.  Re: Dominic A. Cersosimo and
Dominic A. Cersosimo Trustee and Cersosimo Industries, Inc., #2W0813-3
(Revised)-EB, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order at 10 (Apr. 19,
2001)(citing Re: The Mirkwood Group, supra, at 29).  To the extent that the Board
finds the Town Plan provisions ambiguous, it is appropriate to look to the Zoning
Regulations for guidance.  Cersosimo, supra, at 10 (citing In re Frank A. Molgano,
Jr., 163 Vt. 25 (1994)).
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While the Board may agree that keeping a post office in a village center has
value in maintaining Vermont’s sense of community, the Board can only act within
the confines of the Criteria, and the Board has not been directed to any criterion
under which it can act.   

The Town Plan provisions in question are far from clear and specific policies
intended to guide or proscribe conduct.  The Board concludes that they are more
aspirational in nature.  Moreover, it is clear from the Pittsford Zoning Regulations
that the Project is in the “Village District.”  On the specific issues of maintaining
social and other activities in the historic village center, however, the Zoning
Regulations are silent. Therefore, the Project does not violate any specific policy in
the Town Plan. 2 

Likewise, the Rutland Regional Plan contains no specific provision that could
be violated by the Project.  See, Re: Mill Lane Development Co., Inc., #2W0942-2-
EB, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order at 35 (Dec. 17, 1999)(citing Re:
Nile and Julie Duppstadt, supra, at 44; In re Green Peak Estates, 154 Vt. 363, 369-
70 (1990)(project was not in compliance with regional plan that contained a specific
policy against the type of development at issue); In re Molgano, 163 Vt. 25, 31
(1994)(project was in compliance with broad and vague regional plan that had no
specific prohibitions against type of development at issue); Re: The Mirkwood
Group, supra. 

The Project complies with the Pittsford Town Plan and the Rutland Regional
Plan, and satisfies Criterion 10.

VI.  ORDER

1.  FPV’s Motion to Reopen is denied.

2.  The Project complies Criteria 1(B), 1(E), 1(G), 4, 8, 9(K) and 10. 

3. This matter is remanded to the Commission for action consistent with
the provisions stated in Part V(B) of this decision relating to Criterion 5.

4. Land Use Permit #1R0877 is vacated.

5. The Commission is directed to include, in any permit that it issues,
those conditions which the Board has specified in this decision.

6. Jurisdiction is returned to the Commission.  
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Dated at Montpelier, Vermont this 31st day of December, 2002.

ENVIRONMENTAL BOARD

 /s/Marcy Harding                        
Marcy Harding, Chair 
Rebecca Day*
John Drake
George Holland*
Samuel Lloyd
A. Gregory Rainville
Jean Richardson**
Donald Sargent

* Dissenting opinion of Members Holland and Day:   We would hold that the Project
as proposed satisfies Criteria 5 and would not require any mitigation, that it will have
no adverse aesthetic effect, and that it complies with Criteria 1(B), 1(E), 1(G) and 4
without requiring testing of the sediment or relocation of the stockpile from the buffer
zone.

** Member Richardson was not present for the November 20 or December 4, 2002
deliberations.


